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High-quality ESL grammar sheets, quizzes and games - from A to I - for teachers and students for THE PRONOUNS Grammar Worksheet Possessive Pronouns15 proposals (fill in the gaps to complete each sentence); with ANSWER KEYIntermediate LevelApproximately 15 minutes FREE
Download ACTIVITY SUGGESTION Before giving this sheet to your students, review and discuss various possessive nouns. Summing up when students compare responses with classmates and then choose one or two students to write their answers on the board: (1) ours; (2) them, etc.
(Add 5 to 10 minutes.) Grammar quiz Attractive Adjectives - Pronouns / Theme - Object Pronouns16 issues with multiple options; with ANSWER KEY and percentage conversion chartIntermediate LevelApproximately 15 minutes FREE Download Grammar Crossword Attractive Adjectives Pronouns / Subject - Object pronoun32 words items; with ANSWER KEY Approximately 30 minutesIntermediate Level FREE Download ACTIVITY CASE Your students follow this activity by writing a short story using at least 5 or 10 of these words. If you are looking for some of the best
possessive adjectives (my, ours, yours, his, hers, hers, and his) and the possessive pronoun (my, my, ours, his, hers, hers, them, yours and yours) activities and games for ESL, then you are in the right place! Keep reading for our best ESL draw activities, along with sheets, lesson plans
and online practice recommendations. ESL's possessive pronoun and adjective activitiesPossessive Adjectives ESL Activities and GamesAre are you ready to get into the best possessive games and activities for English learners? You can check them out right here.#1: Is that true? Make
up several cards with possessive adjectives, nouns and predicates. Then, put the students in groups of four and they have to organize the cards to make as many true suggestions as possible by at least one of the members of their group. At the end of the allotted time, the team with the
most true suggestions is winner.#2: Same or DifferentPut students in pairs and give them a theme. For example, hobbies, food or family. Then instruct them to find out three of the same things and three different things. For example, if you use the family as a theme: Same (1 brother, lives
with 4 people, has a cat)Different (has a dog/no dog, 4 live grandparents / 3, likes to play sports / likes to watch TV)Then, each group should make a short presentation for the rest of the class, using as much possessive as possible. For example: Our families have 4 people living with us
and include 1 brother. There is also one cat in our families. His family has a dog, but I don't have one. My family includes 4 living grandparents, but he only had 3. the family loves to play sports, but its likeable to watch TV.#3: Possessive VideosOne of the ways that I like to spice things up a
bit in my TEFL classes is to use video. There are only so many good ones! In some cases, by explaining to my students about the possessive pronouns, I will put on a short video that makes it even better. Or, I can have students watch videos to select all the possessive examples that they
hear. Either way, just be sure to develop some challenging activities to use along with the video. Here are the best ideas for this: Using ESL/EFL Videos in class.#4: Proof of Reading and Editing (Focus on Possessives) One of the activities that I would do with this grammar point is to get my
students to do some proof of reading and editing. I'm preparing a short passage with a lot of errors related to possessive pronouns and adjectives. Of course, some cases of this are true! Then, students have to go through the aisle to find the bugs and finally compare to the bug free version.
This makes an excellent review activity for the end of the class, like homework, or for a review at the beginning of the next class. Find out more about this here: ESL Proof reading Activity.#5: Flashcard Offers In our opinion, flash cards are one of the most versatile tools for learning English,
but they are also used for any reason. They are definitely perfect for beginners and there are a ton of activities that you can do with them. In this case, the very simple thing you can do is show the card to the student and get them to make an offer with a possessive. For example: Bag (his
bag is blue.) T-shirt (her T-shirt is green). Pencil (I have 3 pencils in my pencil case).#6: TutorialHave Dialogue have you ever noticed that when students read a passage in ESL textbooks, do they just pretend to do it thoughtlessly? And, of course, it's not really their fault. It's just that they
really don't have a reason to read carefully. Instead, try to take out the possessive so that students will have trouble reading as well as dealing with meaning. It's a simple trick, but it's kind of a game-change in terms of learning. Find out more about this here: Dialogue Replacement ESL
Reading Activity.#7: Clothing-up and obsessedIf you find a unit on possessive adjectives or adjectives in esl tutorials, it's often combined with clothing. There are only so many opportunities for suggestions students can make. For example: Whose shirt is this? It's mine. His pants are green.
Its blue. If you want to see some of our best recommendations for activities you can use for this unit, be sure to check out the following: ESL Clothing Games and Activities.#8: Obsessed Songs and ChantsI'm all about using fun English songs for kids to teach things like possessive
adjectives. Here's just one example of a fun song you can play for your students: #9 Give me something! Put the students in groups of 4 and each of them secretly collect 2 personal items from their pencil bag It can be an eraser, a key, etc. then put all the items in the center of the table.
Students can take turns asking each other: Is this your pencil? No, it's not mine. I think it's his. And so on and so forth until all object owners are identified.#10: English Grammar ActivitiesESL is possessively simple, but they have a few grammar rules that students will need to master to
become experienced in them. The best way to help our students with new grammar is to introduce different practice opportunities. After all, just by practicing the language, you become experienced. For nearly 20 fun, engaging and student-centered grammar activities you can use in teFL
classes, be sure to check out the following: ESL Grammar Activities and Games.Possessive Adjective WorksheetsDo Your ESL/EFL students need some extra practice opportunities with this grammar point? Here are some of our best list recommendations: WebISL's Agenda
CollectiveEnglish SheetsPosessive Pronoun SheetsIf you want to save a ton of time and then just print out some of these lesson plans and you'll be good to go. Seriously. It's just so easy, so check out some of our favorite resources right here: ISL CollectiveAll Things GrammarPossessives
ESL Lesson PlansOkay, we know that you're busy and don't necessarily want to plan all your lessons from scratch. Are we right there? The good news is that there are a ton of ready-made lesson plans that you can just print out and go. TEFL HandbookBrainPopLingua HousePossessive
Pronoun GamesOnline Practice for overbearing adjectives Do you want to give your students some opportunities for more practice with possessive adjectives? Consider recommending some of the following online resources for them: My English PagesAgenda WebEnglish 4UOnline
Practice for obsessed with pronounsI you want to recommend some additional practices for your students? Here are the best games and hands-on classes for the possessive pronouns you can find online: WebFirst EnglishMy English PagesDid Agenda do you like these games and
activities for learning the obsessives? Yes? That's what I thought! Then the book you're going to love is one over on Amazon: 39 No-Prep/Low-Prep ESL Grammar Activity. The key to the best English classes is a variety of attractive, interesting and student activities, and this book will help
you do it in style! You can get this ESL grammar book in both digital and print formats. You can read the electronic version on any device by downloading the free Kindle reading app. Then take it from 3 p.m. to the library or your favorite coffee shop for a serious dose of lesson planning. Or
keep a copy on a bookshelf in your office and use it as a handy guide to your lesson plans. It's really that simple! Does this sound like exactly what you might need to level your game teaching English grammar? Then, head over to Amazon to pick up a copy for yourself: Is there to say
These ESL Obsessed Pronouns and AdjectivesWhat do you think about these ESL games and activities to work on possessive? Have you tried one of these on this list, or do you have another that you would recommend? Leave a comment below let us know what you think. We'd love to
hear from you. Also be sure to give this article a share on Facebook, Pinterest, or Twitter. This will help other busy English teachers like you find this useful learning resource. Last updated at 2020-11-01/Affiliate Links/Images from Amazon Product Advertising API
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